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Abstract: Previous research identified that battery temperature control is critical to the safety, lifetime,
and performance of electric vehicles. In this paper, the liquid-based battery temperature control of
electric buses is investigated subject to heat transfer behavior and control strategy. Therefore, a new
transient calculation method is proposed to simulate the thermal behavior of a coolant-cooled battery
system. The method is based on the system identification technique and combines the advantage
of low computational effort and high accuracy. In detail, four transfer functions are extracted
by a thermo-hydraulic 3D simulation model comprising 12 prismatic lithium nickel manganese
cobalt oxide (NMC) cells, housing, arrestors, and a cooling plate. The transfer functions describe
the relationship between heat generation, cell temperature, and coolant temperature. A vehicle
model calculates the power consumption of an electric bus and thus provides the input for the
transient calculation. Furthermore, a cell temperature control strategy is developed with respect to
the constraints of a refrigerant-based battery cooling unit. The data obtained from the simulation
demonstrate the high thermal inertia of the system and suggest sufficient control of the battery
temperature using a quasi-stationary cooling strategy. Thereby, the study reveals a crucial design
input for battery cooling systems in terms of heat transfer behavior and control strategy.

Keywords: battery cooling; electric buses; system identification; driving profile; control strategy

1. Introduction

Emission emitting and the ensuing global warming is one of the main challenges of the 21st
century [1]. The emissions of the transport sector are among the fastest growing and are responsible
for 25.5% of global CO2 emissions in 2016 [2]. Therefore, the decarbonization of transport is one major
challenge to obtaining environmental sustainability. In this context, the electrification of road transport
and a shift toward public transport is a promising measure [3]. In line with this, the electrification of
public transport buses is the focus of many projects worldwide [4] and has already been successfully
tested in several international initiatives [5]. Many scientists point out the advantage of electric buses
in terms of CO2 and particulate matter emissions [6]. For instance, Zhou et al. [7] examine the real
performance of battery electric buses in Macao (China) and found that from a life cycle perspective, an
electric bus has 20–35% less CO2 emissions compared to diesel buses. However, the limited energy
capacity of batteries compared to conventional fuel is still challenging, making lithium-ion batteries a
key technology. In addition, the operating battery temperature has a high impact on the performance,
lifetime, and safety of the battery cells. Hence, a battery thermal management system (BTMS) is
required to control the temperature within the favorable range of 15–35 ◦C [8,9]. Several BTMS are
discussed in the literature and recently reviewed by Kim et al. [10] and Lu et al. [11]. In terms of
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liquid-based battery thermal management, Wu et al. [12] provides an overview of design studies
and challenges.

An interesting research scope in this direction is the transient battery thermal behavior and
the proper thermal management control subject to cell temperature requirements, energy efficiency,
constraints to mechanical limitations, and feasibility in real-time applications. In this regard, modeling
is an important tool. Based on the general energy balance of a battery by Bernardi et al. [13] in 1984,
various types of battery models have been presented [12,14]. Electrochemical models and electrical
equivalent circuit models are successfully applied to describe internal resistance, but the temperature
distribution and anisotropic material of the cells are neglected [12]. On the other hand, thermal
models are provided in the literature in variations of 1D, 2D, and 3D with deficiencies regarding
internal resistance calculation [12]. Coupled electro-thermal simulations have been introduced with
high accuracy in terms of thermal and electrical predictions but are associated with high simulation
times and extensive simulation input requirements [15]. For transient simulation, i.e., of driving
profiles, lumped or simplified models are generally used to reduce the computational effort involved.
In addition to these models, a rapid and precise transient calculation approach is based on the system
identification technique, which calculates the battery temperature by convolution [16].

However, different model approaches have been applied for the transient thermal simulation
of battery systems. Che Daud et al. [17] used a lumped 1D model to estimate the temperature in
dependence of the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) and Artemis driving cycle. As a drawback,
the dynamics are reproduced insufficiently i.e., the cell temperature fluctuations of the measurements
are not predicted properly by the simulation. Worwood et al. [18] investigated the thermal behavior of
cylindrical LiCoO2/graphite cells by means of a 2D model. An experimental model validation is carried
out and demonstrates an error of 2% and 5% for a test driving cycle and a constant 1 C discharging
rate, respectively. In addition, the cell heat generation for the US06 driving cycle and the resulting cell
temperature for different cooling applications (radial air cooling, liquid tab cooling, and heat pipe) are
presented. The results reveal strong cell temperature fluctuation (caused by the driving profile) for a
hybrid vehicle (up to 1 K/min), while moderate fluctuations are simulated for an electric vehicle (about
0.1 K/min). Coupled electro-thermal model simulations were conducted for transient automotive
application by Tourani et al. [19] and Hosseinzadeh et al. [20]. Using a 1D thermo-electro-chemical
model coupled with a 2D thermo-electro model, Tourani et al. analyzed the thermal behavior of lithium
manganese oxide (LMO) pouch cells. Hosseinzadeh et al. applied a 1D thermo-electro-chemical model
to simulate NMC battery cells for different charging and discharging conditions as well as for two
driving profiles. Additionally, a 3D thermal model is combined to capture the temperature distribution
at the cell scale. The models of Tourani et al. and Hosseinzadeh et al. are validated by measurements.
The results indicate the high impact of ambient temperature and no discernible cell temperature
fluctuations due to the driving profile, respectively. Hu et al. [16] examined the transient thermal
behavior of a battery by means of the system identification technique. The research demonstrates
high precision, but it is limited to one arbitrary current profile. Xiao et al. [15] analyzed the surface
temperature of LiFePO4 cells using the thermal impulse response technique with an accuracy of 2%
against measurements. In a further paper, Torregrossa and Xiao et al. [21] used four transfer functions
to capture different charging rates. Based on this, the battery surface temperature profiles are presented
for an input of an electric vehicles reference driving cycle.

Investigations into the thermal behavior of batteries of electric buses in relation to driving cycles
have been published by Lajunen et al. [22], Wu et al. [23], and Angermeier et al. [24]. Lajunen et al. used
the software AMEsim [25] to calculate the thermal energy losses of the powertrain in relation to three
standardized driving profiles and one measured driving profile. Thereby, the analysis clarifies that
speed is more important for the battery heat production than aggressive driving. Wu et al. investigated
the thermal behavior of batteries in relation to three driving cycles in china taking a validated lumped
thermal model into account. Angermeier et al. predicted the thermal propagation of battery coolant
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temperature for the Standardized On-Road Test Cycle 2 (SORT2) based on the impulse response
technique introduced by Hu et al. [16].

In addition to studies on the thermal behavior of battery cells in transient applications, there
are efforts to achieve a suitable control strategy for battery temperature regulation. Tao et al. [26]
and Gao et al. [27] controlled the cell temperature by air cooling in an automotive application.
Tao et al. investigated the behavior and controllability of cylindrical battery cells for an aggressive
urban driving cycle by a lumped, thermal model. Thereby, a predictive controller adjusts the air
temperature with the AC compressor as an actuator. The results indicate a minor deviation of the
cell core temperature from the target temperature, which was achieved by strong fluctuations of the
controlled air temperature. Based on a reduced order model, which is validated by computational
fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations, Gao et al. used fuzzy logic to control the temperature of cylindrical
battery cells regulating the air flow velocity. For the US06 transient driving profile, a deviation to the
target temperature of ±0.2 K for the battery cells is achieved.

However, most of the literature in this field focuses on the thermal behavior of batteries [15–23],
and the few studies on thermal control are limited to air-cooling applications [26,27]. To the authors’
knowledge, the dynamics of a battery system including a closed, liquid-based thermal control loop
subject to energy efficiency, the mechanical limitations of the cooling unit, and feasibility has not yet
been published. Furthermore, only a few researchers have addressed the issue of the battery thermal
control of electric buses [22–24].

The main contributions of the present paper are the introduction of a novel method for the fast
and accurate calculation of the heat transfer in liquid-cooled battery systems and the proposal of a
battery temperature control strategy for electric buses. Therefore, a thermo-hydraulic 3D simulation
model comprising 12 prismatic NMC cells, housing, arrestors, and a cooling plate was set up in Comsol
Multiphysics 5.4 (Comsol AB, Stockholm, Sweden) and employed to extract four transfer functions
with respect to the system identification technique. The transfer functions describe the interaction
between heat generation, cell temperature, and coolant temperature. Based on the transfer functions,
a calculation method was developed to compute the transient thermal behavior of a coolant-cooled
battery system of 1800 battery cells. Thereby, the current profile of the battery is calculated by a vehicle
model of a 12 m electric bus. The simulations are carried out for three different driving profiles and
charging rates of 0.5 C and 1 C. In addition, a simple battery cell temperature control strategy is
designed with respect to the constraints of a refrigerant-based battery cooling unit.

The present study is organized as follows. Section 2 addresses the methodology for the calculation
of the transient thermal behavior of the battery system. In this regard, the driving cycles, the bus
vehicle model, the 3D thermo-hydraulic simulation model, and the transient calculation method are
introduced. In Section 3, the results and discussion are provided. The first part of this section covers
the analysis of the transfer function characteristics and a validation of the transient calculation method.
Secondly, the thermal behavior of the battery system for real and standardized applications is discussed.
Finally, Section 4 provides a summary of the main results and gives some conclusions.

2. Methodology

2.1. Driving Profile

The Standardized On-Road Test Cycle 2 (SORT2) proposed by UITP [28] and two real driving
cycles (bus line 92 and 84) [29] of Stuttgart (Germany) are used to investigate the thermal behavior of
the bus battery system. The SORT2 and bus line 92 are urban driving cycles, whereas bus line 84 is a
suburban cycle. The velocity profiles of the three bus driving cycles are highlighted in Figures 1–3.
The main characteristics are summarized in Table 1. The geographical itineraries of bus line 92 and 84
are captured in Appendix A.
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Figure 1. Velocity profile for repeated sequence of Standardized On-Road Test Cycle 2 (SORT2).
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Table 1. Characteristics of the suburban cycles SORT2 and bus line 84 and the urban bus line 92.
The average total speed includes the bus stops.

Characteristic 5 Times SORT2 Line 84 Line 92

Maximum speed/km/h 50 85.36 63.6
Average total speed/km/h 18.01 30.63 26.22

Average speed/km/h 29.52 38.91 34.92
Distance/km 4.6 13 40

Total elevation/m 0 570 720
Time/s 919.5 3500 5500
Stops 15 32 50

Aggressiveness A/m/s2

A =
(∫

avdt
)
/
(∫

vdt
)

[22]
0.19 0.2 0.17
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2.2. Vehicle Model

In order to predict the current profile of the battery cells, the total motor power demand

Pt =

∫
Ft(v)dv (1)

is calculated by the integral of the total forces

Ft(v) = fR·mv·g· cos(β) + 0.5·A·cw·ρair·v2 + mv·g· sin(β) + mv·a (2)

where fR, mv, g, β, A, cw, ρair, v, and a are the rolling resistance coefficient, vehicle weight, acceleration
of gravity, scope, cross-section area, drag coefficient, air density, and vehicle acceleration. The vehicle
specifications are based on a 12 m battery electric bus with a total mass of 20,000 kg. Further vehicle
specifications are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Technical specifications of the electric bus and the battery system.

Quantity Symbol Value

Electric Bus
Total vehicle weight mv 20,000 kg [30]
Cross-section area A 7.65 m2

Air density ρair 1.2 kg/m3

Rolling resistance coefficient fR 0.01 [31]
Drag coefficient cw 0.57 [31,32]

Electric machine efficiency ηEM 90% [32,33]
Gear efficiency ηGear 96% [23,32]

Power electronic efficiency ηPE 95% [23,34]
Battery efficiency ηBat 95% [32]

Auxiliary power consumption Paux 12 kW [35]
Recuperation rate r 40% [36]

Battery System

Battery pack capacity 250 kWh
Battery pack voltage Usystem 666 V

Amount battery modules 150
Amount battery cells per module 12

Battery module voltage U 44.4 V
Cell capacity 37 Ah
Cell voltage 3.7 V

Considering constant energy consumption of the auxiliaries (Paux) (HVAC included), the
battery power

PBat =
Pt

ηEM + ηGear + ηPE + ηBat
+

Paux

ηPE + ηBat
(3)

is defined, where ηEM, ηGear, ηPE, and ηBat are the efficiency of the electric motor, gear, power electronics,
and battery with constant values of 90% [32,33], 96% [23,32], 95% [23,34], and 95% [32], respectively.
In addition, a constant recuperation rate of 40% is assumed with respect to Hu et al. [36].

The battery system design is inspired by the system of the company Akasol GmbH (OEM 37 PRC)
and accordingly consists of 150 battery modules with 12 cells each. Thereby, 15 modules are connected
in series and 10 are connected in parallel, which at a nominal battery cell voltage of 3.7 V and a capacity
of 37 Ah results in a system capacity and a system voltage of 250 kWh and 666 V.

The current of a 12-cell module
I(t) = PBat(t)/U (4)
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is described as a function of the driving profile, where I(t) is the current and U is the nominal voltage
of 44.4 V. Consequently, the current profile of the electric bus system can be calculated in dependence
of the driving profiles in Section 2.1.

2.3. 3D Thermo-Hydraulic Simulation Model

The main idea of the transient thermal simulation method of this paper is the incorporation of
transfer functions to describe the entire heat transfer behavior of a battery system. Initially, the thermal
behavior of the battery system must be simulated to define the transfer functions. Therefore, a 3D
thermo-hydraulic simulation model is implemented in Comsol Multiphysics 5.4 comprising twelve
battery cells, arresters, housing, and cooling plate (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Overview of the battery module geometry. Shown are 12 prismatic cells covered in hard
cases, arresters, and the coolant plate (modified from Angermeier et al. [24]).

The prismatic cell design is expired by DIN 91252, and the material values of the cells are based
on literature values for nickel manganese cobalt oxide (NMC) battery cells. The used material values
are listed in Table 3. The material of the anode is copper, while the cathode and the hard case are
made of aluminum. A thermal contact resistance is implemented between the cells and between the
cells and cooling plate by 2 × 10−5 m2K/W [37] and 7.5 × 10−4 m2K/W [29], respectively. Information
about the mesh quality is given in Appendix B, and some results of the 3D simulations are provided in
Appendix C.

Table 3. Battery cell material values according to Loges et al. [38], Richter et al. [39], and
Viswanathan et al. [40].

Parameter Unit Value

Density [kg/m3] 2100 [38]
Specific heat capacity [J/kgK] 1050 [38]

Conduction along electrode [W/mK] 28 [38]
Conduction cross electrode [W/mK] 0.4 [38]

Internal resistance [mOhm] 4 [39]
Entropy coefficient [J/molK] 9.4 [40]
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The electrochemical properties are assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic, and the convective
heat transfer inside of the cells is neglected. The internal energy conservation of every cell of the
simulation mesh is calculated by Equation (5)

ρcp
∂T
∂t

= λx
∂2T
∂x2 + λy

∂2T
∂y2 + λz

∂2T
∂z2 + q− qcool, (5)

where ρ, cp, T, t, q and qcool represent the mean density, specific heat capacity, temperature, time,
specific heat production, and specific heat transfer to the coolant, while λx, λy, and λz are thermal

conductivity in the direction of x, y, and z, respectively. Moreover, the heat production (
.

Q) is assumed
to be homogeneous inside the cells and is defined according to Bernardi et al. [13]

.
Q = I2R + IT

∂U0

∂T
, (6)

where I and U0 are the current and open-circuit voltage. The mixing and the reaction enthalpy are not
addressed, and the entropy coefficient ∂U0/∂T is assumed to be constant. To capture a “worst case”
scenario for the examined cooling application, the internal resistance R is assumed to be a relatively
high value of 4 mΩ [39]. In addition to the cell heat production, ohmic losses are considered inside
the arresters.

The cooling plate is designed as a u-profile with pin fins for higher heat transfer. The fluid
dynamics are simulated with the k-ω-SST-Low-Re Model. The applied coolant is a water/glycol
mixture (50/50 mass-%). The mass flow remains constant (0.05 kg/s) and thus calculated once, the flow
field can be replaced by the mean heat transfer coefficient (MHTC). The MHTC between fluid and solid
is constant for a stationary flow field and minor temperature-related material specification changes.
For heat exchangers, MHTC is generally defined as

α =

.
Q

A∆Tln
, (7)

where ∆Tln is the logarithmic mean temperature,
.

Q is the heat flux, and A is the area of the heat transfer.

2.4. Transient Calculation

The investigation into transient thermal behavior using the 3D battery model of Section 2.1 has an
unreasonable computational cost. Therefore, the system identification technique is taken into account
to calculate the thermal behavior in dependence of driving cycles. The methodology is introduced in
the following.

2.4.1. System Identification

Based on the linear system theory, the thermal behavior of the battery model in Section 2.1 can be
described by transfer functions with respect to given inputs and resulting outputs. The requirement of
a linear and time-invariant (LTI) system is respected due to the constant flow rate, constant specific
heat capacity, constant density, constant heat transfer, and linear boundary conditions [41]. For a fast
calculation of a transient input, the superposition principle in Laplace domain

Y(s) = G(s)·X(s) (8)
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is employed, where Y(s), X(s), and G(s) are the output, input, and transfer function. In the present
paper, the thermal behavior of the battery system is investigated on the basis of four transfer functions.
The first transfer function

G1(s) =
L

{
Tcool,out

( .
Q
)}

L

{ .
Q
} (9)

defines the coolant outlet temperature Tcool,out
( .
Q
)

as a function of the heat production
.

Q. Thereby, the
operator L indicates the Laplace transformation. The relation between heat production and mean cell
temperature Tcell

( .
Q
)

is described by the second transfer function

G2(s) =
L

{
Tcell

( .
Q
)}

L

{ .
Q
} . (10)

The third transfer function

G3(s) =
L

{
Tcell

(
Tcool,in

)}
L

{
Tcool,in

} (11)

expresses the effect of the coolant inlet temperature Tcool,in to the mean cell temperature of the module.
The coolant outlet temperature as a function of the coolant inlet temperature is defined by the fourth
transfer function

G4(s) =
L

{
Tcool,out

(
Tcool,in

)}
L

{
Tcool,in(s)

} (12)

Evidently, the battery cell temperature and the coolant outlet temperature are determined by the
inputs of coolant inlet temperature and heat production. According to the total differential

dY(s) =
∂Y(s)
∂X1(s)

dX1(s) +
∂Y(s)
∂X2(s)

dX2(s) (13)

the combined output can be calculated. Considering constant material values of the battery module,
the coolant material, and the volume flow, the gradients ∂Y/∂X1 and ∂Y/∂X1 are constant, and the
cell temperature

∆Tcell = L
−1

{
G2(s)·L

{
∆

.
Q
}
+ G3(s)·L

{
∆Tcool,in

}}
(14)

and the coolant outlet temperature

∆Tcool,out = L
−1

{
G1(s)·L

{
∆

.
Q
}
+ G4(s)·L

{
∆Tcool,in

}}
(15)

are defined with respect to Equations (8) and (13). One advantage of defining the generated heat
as an input variable for the transfer functions is that in contrast to the approach of Torregrossa and
Xiao et al. [21], different charging rates can be represented. In addition, the transfer functions describe
the thermal transfer behavior; thus, simplifications regarding the heat generation model do not affect
the accuracy of the transfer functions.

However, the knowledge of the transfer functions is required and can be extracted from 3D
simulations for a defined input. In this regard, two different input signals are considered: the sine
sweep (chip signal) is used to define the full range of frequencies and the step response to determine
the correct magnitude at low frequencies [42,43]. In a second step, the system identification toolbox of
Matlab R2020a (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) computes the transfer function according to the
method of least squares to fit the transfer function to a fourth-order lag element.
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2.4.2. System Simulation and Control

A system simulation including a vehicle model, battery thermal behavior, and thermal management
system is performed in Matlab Simulink. Thereby, the battery thermal behavior is described by the four
transfer functions. Therefore, the 3D model is not implemented in Matlab Simulink. Figure 5 provides
an overview of the calculation procedure. Starting with a driving profile and the vehicle model of
Section 2.2, the heat production of the cells is calculated as a function of the current. Thereby, the
temperature of the reversible heat production part is assumed to be constant (T = 300 K) as a necessary
condition for an efficient transient calculation. Based on Equation (14), the mean cell temperature
of every module is predicted by the second and third transfer function and the input of the heat
production and coolant inlet temperature, respectively.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 20 
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Figure 5. Calculation procedure for the battery system including a liquid-based thermal control loop.
The driving profile and vehicle model determine the heat production. Transfer functions define the
cell and coolant temperature. The coolant circulates between the battery, reservoir, and cooling unit.
A controller closes the control loop considering the set and mean cell temperature.

On the left side of Figure 6, the coolant connection of the modules for the first of fifteen rows is
illustrated. Consequently, 10 modules are in series and 15 are in parallel connection. The total coolant
flow is 2700 L/h for the system and 180 L/h per module. According to Equation (15), the coolant
outlet temperature of one module is calculated in dependence of heat production and coolant inlet
temperature. The relationship is clarified on the right side of Figure 6. In this case, the coolant outlet
temperature of module i is the inlet temperature of module i + 1. A time delay is implemented within
the module to describe the time of the fluid to flow through a module.
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Figure 6. (a) Overview of the serial coolant flow connection of the battery modules. Inputs are heat
production and coolant inlet temperature. Outputs are coolant outlet temperature and cell temperature
due to the coolant inlet temperature. (b) Overview of the calculation procedure for one module.
Coolant outlet temperature is defined by the coolant inlet temperature and G4 in conjunction with heat
production and G1. The cell temperature as a function of coolant inlet is defined by G3.

Behind the 150 modules, a reservoir (60 L) with a heat capacity is defined. To close the control
loop, a proportional controller regulates the average cell temperature by adjusting the refrigerant
capacity of the cooling unit. In this context, some constrains are implemented to reflect the specification
of a battery cooling unit of the Mahle GmbH [44]. In detail, the cooling unit works as an air-cooled
vapor compression system and consists of a refrigerant-coolant evaporator (chiller), an electric scroll
compressor, an air-refrigerant condenser, an axial condenser fan, and a thermostatic expansion valve
(TXV). Accordingly, the refrigeration capacity is adjustable between 4 and 6 kW in steps of 0.5 kW.
Furthermore, a minimum of operation time and a switch-off time of 5 min is defined. A functionality
to heat the battery is not implemented. Generally, the control strategy aims to regulate the battery cell
temperature within a small range and secondly, to avoid the high frequency of on–off switching due to
the live time of the compressor of the battery cooling unit.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Transfer Function

3.1.1. Investigation of the Transfer Functions

Four transfer functions are defined to describe the thermal behavior of the battery model.
The transfer functions can be analyzed with respect to the Bode magnitude plot of the corresponding
frequency responses in Figure 7. The decisive area for the driving profiles under consideration (compare
Section 2.1) is between 10−3 and 10−1 Hz.
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Figure 7. Bode magnitude plot for the four transfer functions G1 to G4. Damped dynamics of the heat
transfer system for higher frequencies can be observed.

The transformation of the dB scale is given by Equation (16)

x dB = 20· log10(y) (16)

Accordingly, at low frequency, the first transfer function causes a coolant outlet temperature
change of 0.075 K for an input of 1 W heat generation. However, as the frequency of heat input
increases, the resulting change in coolant outlet temperature decreases. For instance, at a frequency of
10−2 Hz, the coolant outlet temperature only changes by 0.003 K. A similar behavior can be observed
for the second and third transfer function. Both have a transformation ratio of 1:1 at low frequency.
Owing to this, a heat generation input of 1 W leads to a cell temperature increase of 1 K (G2), and
logically, a 1◦ K increase in coolant inlet temperature raises the cell temperature by 1 K (G3). In contrast,
the magnitude of the fourth transfer function surges for higher frequency. The described characteristics
of the four transfer functions (Figure 7) are not particularly surprising, since the first three transfer
functions G1–G3 define the heat transfer within the cells or between the cells and coolant, while
the fourth transfer function G4 expresses the coolant outlet temperature as a function of the coolant
inlet temperature. In fact, the thermal wave fundamentals state that the thermal wave amplitude
decreases with higher frequency [45], and thus the magnitude of the heat transfer decreases as well.
Consequently, the magnitude of the first three transfer functions grows with increasing heat transfer,
while the magnitude of the fourth decreases. However, bearing in mind the relevant frequency range
for electric buses (10−3 to 10−1 Hz), the results indicate a strongly dumped dynamic and thus a high
inertia of the heat transfer behavior of the system.

The exact values depend on the specifications of the battery model and are therefore only valid
for the model under consideration. Nevertheless, the principle understanding of dynamics may be
generalized to other liquid-cooled battery systems.

3.1.2. Transient Validation

To demonstrate feasibility of the method introduced in Section 2.4, a validation is carried out by
numerical 3D simulations. Therefore, the current profile of the SORT2 driving cycle and a varying
coolant inlet temperature are the input for the calculation of the coolant outlet temperature and the cell
temperature via transfer function and numerical simulation, respectively. The results are illustrated in
Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Trajectory of cell and coolant outlet temperature for 3D and transfer function calculation. Input
is the SORT2 driving cycle. Coolant temperature is shown for ten modules in a row (a). Temperature
deviation between 3D and transfer function calculation (b). The temperature difference refers to the
initial conditions.

The temperature curve of the cells calculated by transfer functions covers the dynamics of the
numerical results, and after 2000 s, there is a maximum deviation of 0.02 K. The coolant outlet
temperature in Figure 8 represents the propagation for ten battery modules, and a maximal deviation
of 0.08 K is achieved. Despite the assumption of constant temperature of the reversible heat production
(Equation (6)), the results indicate the high accuracy of the calculation via transfer functions. Evidently,
the validation confirms the functionality of the method to predict the heat transfer of the system.
However, the method can only represent reality as precisely as the system from which the transfer
functions are extracted. Therefore, the exact values from this analysis should be treated with caution
regarding the simplifications and characteristics of the 3D simulation model. Nevertheless, the
proposed method provides a fast and accurate calculation procedure, as the simplifications of the
3D model influence the input of the method, but not its functionality. This is especially important to
emphasize, because the transfer functions (input) can also be obtained from experiments [15] or other
simulations, as long as the conditions of a linear and time-invariant system are respected.

3.2. Driving Cycle Study

3.2.1. Current Profile

The current profiles per cell for three driving cycles are calculated according to the vehicle model
of Section 2.1 and shown in Figures 9–11. The lowest current rates are quantified for the urban SORT2
driving cycle, whereas the suburban bus line 84 has the highest rates. With respect to the cell capacity
of 37 Ah, discharging rates up to 3 C are reached and thus comparable to the simulation results
of Wu et al. [23]. However, the mean C-rate of SORT2, line 92, and line 84 are 0.23, 0.27, and 0.32,
respectively. The specific energy consumption is between 1.9 and 2.3 kWh/km and hence within the
range for electric buses [33,35].
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Figure 9. Current profile for repeated sequences of Standardized On-Road Test Cycle 2 (SORT2).
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Figure 10. Current profile of the suburban line 84 in Stuttgart, Germany.
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Figure 11. Current profile of the urban line 92 in Stuttgart, Germany.

3.2.2. Thermal Behavior

In this section, the thermal behavior of the battery system is simulated with respect to the method
introduced in Section 2.4. Thereby, two cases are considered:

1. The battery cell temperature is controlled according to the control strategy and restrictions of the
battery cooling unit described in Section 2.4.2 (with cooling).

2. The coolant is circulated but not cooled (without cooling).

The coolant temperature, the coolant capacity, and the controlled and uncontrolled mean battery
cell temperature of the fifth module (compare Figure 6) are analyzed for two constant charging rates
of 0.5 C and 1 C and for the three aforementioned current profiles. The results for a charging rate of
0.5 C (125 kW) are visualized in Figure 12. Without cooling, the cell temperature increases by 18 K
before the system is completely charged. The recommended temperature limit of 35 ◦C is already
exceeded after 3800 s when the initial temperature is assumed to be 25 ◦C. For the cooling case, the
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refrigerant capacity and the referring coolant temperature are regulated by the battery cooling unit.
The simulation indicates that after a short start-up period, a refrigerant capacity of 4 kW is sufficient to
adjust the battery cell temperature. A constant deviation of the cell temperature of circa 1 K results from
the proportional controller and the restriction of the battery cooling unit (compare to Section 2.4.2).
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Figure 12. Coolant temperature, coolant capacity, and controlled and uncontrolled mean battery
cell temperature of module 5 for a charging rate of 0.5 C. The temperature difference refers to the
initial conditions.

Figure 13 shows the simulation results for a charging rate of 1 C (250 kW). For the case without
cooling, the battery cell temperature increases up to 20 K within 2200 s, whereas a cooling capacity
of 6 kW reduces the temperature rise to 20 K after it is fully charged. The coolant is also heated up
considerably in both cases and thus reduces the cell temperature rise. However, the results clarify
that a 6 kW cooling capacity is not sufficient for a 1 C charging rate, and hence, lower C-rates are
recommended for the system under consideration.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 14 of 20 
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Figure 13. Coolant temperature, coolant capacity, and controlled and uncontrolled mean battery
cell temperature of module 5 for a charging rate of 1 C. The temperature difference refers to the
initial conditions.

Figure 14 highlights the simulation outcome for fifteen repeated sequences of the SORT2 driving
cycle. Without cooling, the cell temperature increases over 10 K after 2 h and 46 min. Taking temperature
control into account, the cell temperature is within a range of ±1 K and a quasi-stationary state is
reached. This result is particularly interesting as it indicates a sufficient control of the battery cell
temperature via a simple proportional controller with quasi-stationary cooling between 4 kW and
when it is switched off. A possible reason for this circumstance is the slow dynamic of the thermal
system discussed in Section 3.1.
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Figure 14. Coolant temperature, coolant capacity, controlled and uncontrolled mean battery cell
temperature of module 5 for fifteen repeated sequences of the SORT2. The temperature difference
refers to the initial conditions.

Similar results are presented in Figure 15 for two times of line 92. The total cooling time is higher
compared to SORT2, and a cooling capacity of 5 kW is temporarily required during the second cycle.
However, the battery cell temperature is still retained within a small range by a quasi-stationary cooling
capacity control of the cooling unit. Without cooling, the temperature rises up to 17 K after 3 h and
thus exceeds the recommended limit of 35 ◦C for an initial temperature of 25 ◦C. Consequently, the
cooling strategy protects the battery from overheating and thus promotes lifetime and safety of the
battery system.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 15 of 20 
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Figure 15. Coolant temperature, coolant capacity, controlled and uncontrolled mean battery cell
temperature of module 5 for two times line 92. The temperature difference refers to the initial conditions.

Higher and longer cooling rates are required for the driving profile of line 84 due to higher heat
production. The results are outlined in Figure 16. The cell temperature is controlled within a range of
±2 K by quasi-stationary operation of the cooling unit. Without cooling, the temperature rises up to
15 K after 1 h and 54 min, underlining the need for an active cooling application.

When interpreting the exact values, the underlying model and its parameters must always be
taken into account, since the literature already indicates that the results can vary between different
models and cooling applications [18–20]. In this respect, the neglected influence of a variable internal
resistance on heat production may have considerable effects. On the other hand, the investigated heat
transfer behavior is not affected by the heat production (compare Section 2.4.1), and thus, there is a
high probability that the principle behavior of the thermal transfer may be generalized to other battery
systems with comparable specifications. In fact, the findings for the cell temperature development
without cooling are in good agreement with the results of Lajunen et al. [22] and Wu et al. [23], who
also consider electric bus applications.
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Figure 16. Coolant temperature, coolant capacity, and controlled and uncontrolled mean battery cell
temperature of module 5 for two times line 84. The temperature difference refers to the initial conditions.

In addition, the transient thermal behavior of the battery and the cooling system confirms the
findings of a highly dumped system in Section 3.1 and reveals that for coolant cooling, a quasi-stationary
control is adequate to regulate the cell temperature within a small range. The fact that the heat production
calculation is based on a high internal resistance supports this statement, since this increases the
thermal fluctuations of the system through high heat production within the cells, and the system can yet
be operated in a quasi-stationary mode. Owing to this, the results suggest that a simple proportional
controller is sufficient, and in contrary to the research of Tao et al. [26] and Gao et al. [27], no high
dynamic controller is necessary. The main reason for this contradiction is probably that Tao et al. and
Gao et al. used air instead of coolant to cool the battery, which apparently influences the dynamics of
the thermal behavior. The findings of this chapter are of considerable relevance, as the low dynamic
requirements simplify the control system tremendously, and the quasi-stationary operation further
increases the service life and energy efficiency of the refrigerant-based cooling unit.

4. Conclusions

In this research, a novel transient calculation method is proposed to investigate the liquid-based
battery cell temperature control of electric buses in dependence of standardized and real driving
cycles. Thereby, a vehicle model calculates the battery current profile, while the system identification
technique is used to describe the heat transfer behavior of the battery system. In this context, four
transfer functions are extracted from a 3D thermo-hydraulic simulation model comprising twelve
battery NMC cells, housing, arrestors, and a cooling plate. The transfer functions describe the thermal
behavior between heat production, cell temperature, coolant inlet, and outlet temperature. Based on
the transfer functions, a method for a fast prediction of the transient thermal behavior of a battery
system is developed including thermal management i.e., coolant cooling. A 3D numerical model
validation demonstrates a cell temperature deviation of ±0.02 K after 2000 s. The evaluation of the
transfer functions reveals a high thermal inertia of the battery system, especially for higher frequencies.
In addition, the thermal behavior of the system is examined for constant charging rates of 0.5 C
and 1 C and for three driving cycles. The results correspond to the damped thermal behavior and
suggest a proportional controller to be capable of regulating the cell temperature within a range of
±2 K by quasi-stationary control. These findings are of considerable relevance, since the low dynamic
requirements simplify the control system enormously and quasi-stationary operation further increases
the service life and energy efficiency of the refrigerant-based cooling unit. Therefore, this paper
provides deep insights into the dynamic of a liquid-cooled battery thermal system and reveals crucial
inputs for the battery cooling control strategy of electric buses.
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Appendix A

The geographical itineraries of bus line 84 and 92 are captured in Figure A1.
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Appendix B

The mesh generated for the 3D simulation consists of 3,630,573 elements and 663,282 vertices.
Quality criteria are provided in Table A1.

Table A1. Specific values to evaluate the mesh quality.

Quality Criteria Average Minimal Value

skewness 0.6712 0.127
volume vs. circumradius 0.6914 0.1427

volume vs. length 0.7821 0.1579
condition number 0.8395 0.1828

growth rate 0.6682 0.2575
maximum angle 0.7412 0.127

Appendix C

The temperature distribution of the battery module is shown in Figure A2 for a charging rate of 1 C
and steady-state conditions. The coolant inlet temperature is set to 25 ◦C. The cell temperature is under
35 ◦C, and the coolant plate temperature is over 27 ◦C. With regard to the temperature distribution of
a single cell, a temperature homogeneity of ±2 K across the electrode can be observed. The heat is
transferred trough the aluminum hard case from the cell to the coolant plate.
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Figure A2. Temperature distribution for the middle cross-section of a battery module for a charging rate
of 1 C. A slight temperature change cross the electrode appears. Heat transfer through the aluminum
hard case.

The velocity profile of the coolant plate flow field, as introduced in Section 2.3, is shown in
Figure A3. The u-profile and the pin fins intensify the turbulence of the flow. Further information
about the simulations is provided in [46].
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temperature distribution of a single cell, a temperature homogeneity of ±2 K across the electrode 

can be observed. The heat is transferred trough the aluminum hard case from the cell to the coolant 

plate. 

 

Figure A2. Temperature distribution for the middle cross-section of a battery module for a charging 

rate of 1 C. A slight temperature change cross the electrode appears. Heat transfer through the 

aluminum hard case. 

The velocity profile of the coolant plate flow field, as introduced in Section 2.3, is shown in 

Figure A3. The u-profile and the pin fins intensify the turbulence of the flow. Further information 

about the simulations is provided in [46]. 

 

Figure A3. Velocity profile of the coolant plate for a mass flow of 0.05 kg/s. 
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Figure A3. Velocity profile of the coolant plate for a mass flow of 0.05 kg/s.
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